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Abstract 
A new method for debugging parallel programs using temporal logic is described. The program
mer can specify his hypothesis about the causes of an error in a temporal logic language. A 
model checking algorithm automatically checks the specification. The model is a partial order 
model of a class of program runs which is generated during a single run. Because it is partially 
ordered, errors can be detected even if they did not occur during the program run. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

As the number of parallel and especially distributed systems is growing, the demand for formal 
methods to develop parallel and distributed programs increases. Developing methods of the 
sequential world are often not adequate for the development of parallel and distributed systems, 
because of the nondeterministic nature of parallelism and the absence of global states in dis
tributed systems. This paper investigates the debugging process after the implementation of a 
parallel and distributed program. 

Mostly, debugging starts when the program reacts faulty in a test case. The programmer 
analyzes the symptoms of the error during the test case and builds a hypothesis about the 
cause of the error. Afterwards, he has to decide whether the hypothesis is correct or not. If the 
hypothesis is correct, he can eliminate the error. Otherwise, he has to build another hypothesis 

Figure 1 The process of debugging. 

(see figure I and (Myers 1979)). Normally, the evaluation of the hypothesis is done by setting 
breakpoints and examining variables at breakpoints. When you have set the right breakpoints 
and examined the right variables, you can decide whether the hypothesis is correct or not. 
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Our approach supports the programmer during the evaluation of the hypothesis. He can specify 
the properties of the hypothesis in a temporal logic language. It is automatically checked during 
a second run of the test case whether the properties are satisfied or not. If the properties are 
satisfied, the hypothesis is not correct. Otherwise, the error is located and can be eliminated. 

Our concept can be used for parallel systems which meet the shared memory paradigm, the 
message passing paradigm, or combinations of both. In the following we call parallel activities 
of a program tasks. Tasks can work on the same address space or on different address spaces 
including distribution. They can communicate by shared variables or by message passing. Tasks 
can be created dynamically during a program run (see figure 2). These model of parallel and 
distributed programs contain programs written in most of the existing languages or libraries. 

Figure 2 Model of parallel programs. 

The next section gives an overview of the evaluation of the hypothesis. Section 3 introduces 
our model for program runs, called state action net. A description of the temporal logic is given in 
section 4. Section 5 describes the model checking algorithm. Finally, we give some conclusions. 

2 OVERVIEW 

When the programmer has specified the hypothesis, he reruns the program. During this run 
interesting events are recorded in a trace. Interesting events are for example task creation, 
communication, access to a shared variable, entering, or leaving of a function body. This trace 

~ model checking 

trace 

Figure 3 Debugging based on temporal-logic specifications. 

is used to generate a state action net. It contains only those dependencies between tasks of the 
program run which represent synchronization points given by the semantics of the program. All 
other dependencies between tasks of the run are arbitrary and left out. This way, a state action 
net does not only represent the program run by which it was generated but an equivalence class 
of program runs. This equivalence class can contain faulty program runs even if the original 
program run was correct. Finally, a model checking algorithm is applied which checks whether 
the temporal-logic specification is satisfied in the state action net (see figure 3). 

(Hurfin, Plouzeau & Raynal 1993) present another approach for debugging parallel and dis
tributed systems. They use atomic sequences of predicates for specification. (Garg & Waldecker 
1994) use a subset of a temporal logic which allows only to specify formulas of the form 
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D~(p1 1\ ... 1\ Pn)· Both approaches can not be used for programs communicating by shared 
variables and programs with dynamic task creation. Their models of program runs define a 
partial order between events of tasks and are similar to state action nets in this way. In contrast 
to (Frey & Weininger 1994) this paper investigates the model checking algorithm in more detail. 

Example 
Figure 4 shows an example for a parallel program. This program implements a ring buffer with 
parallel access. The buffer is represented by the variable b. It contains the components data for 
the data field, first pointing on the element of data previous to the first element, and last pointing 
on the last element. The sequential function append inserts an element at the end of the buffer 
by incrementing last and inserting the element. The function remove fetches an element from 
the beginning of the buffer and increments first. This way, the buffer is implemented by a queue. 
The parallel function get contains some synchronization statements and calls remove. put also 
contains synchronization and calls append. We will use this example in the following sections. 

b.last #define N 200 
struct queue { int data[N); int frrst; int last I b={ {01,0,01; 

pul(int elem) { 
mutual exclusion w.r.t. put: 

wait until b not full: 
append(elem); ) 

get(int *elem) { 

Definition of the sequential functions 
remove and append 

mutual exclusion w.r.t. get: 
wait until b not empty; 
remove(elem); I 

Figure 4 A ring buffer with parallel access. 

3 STATE ACTION NETS 

State action nets are our models of program runs. They are finite occurrence nets (cf. (Reisig 
1988)) with specific kinds of nodes: actions and local states. 

Actions represent executions of statements of the source code which have to take place at 
the same time because of the semantics of the program. For example an action modeling a 
synchronous communication represents two executions of statements (see figure 5). An action 
contains 

• for each of its executions of statements the location of the statements in the source code and 
• the tasks which have executed the statements. 

tid:25H tid:15 
25: file2,line 5: filet, linel 

tid:25 tid: 15 

0 local state 

~action 

Figure 5 An action modeling a synchronous communication. 

Local states contain information which is local for a task. A local state s contains 

• the identification of the task (tid(s)) to which it belongs. 
• information about the functions executed at s (stack( s) ).It can be distinguished whether s is 

at the beginning of a function f (STAR'f./), s is somewhere during the execution off (IN .f), 
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or s is at the end of f (TERM. f). stack( s) contains the information about the execution in 
the same order as the functions are called. 

• a set of values for each variable var (val( var, s)) which is visible in the functions of stack( s). 
A shared variable var can have more than one value in s if an action exists which is not 
causally ordered with sand represents a write access to var. In this case var can have ir.. s 
the value before the write access as well as the value after the write access. 

State action nets are occurrence nets which have to fulfill additional properties: A state action 
net (SAN) N is a tuple ( S, A, R, I) where 

1. S is a finite and nonempty set of local states. 
2. A is a finite and nonempty set of actions. 
3. R ~ (S x AU A x S) is a relation with the following properties: 

(a) the transitive closure of R, R+, is irreflexive. 
(b) for all s E S :I •s 1:5 1 and I s• 1:5 1 where •s is the preset and s• is the postset of s. 
(c) for all s1 , s2 E S: if s1 =F s2, (st. s2) ~ R+, and (s2, s1 ) ~ R+ then tid(s1) =F tid(s2 ). 

(d) for all s E S :I •s I= 1 and for all a E A :I a• I> 0. 
4. I ~ A where for all a E I :I •a I= 0. 

The properties 1., 2., 3.(a) and 3.(b) are properties of a finite occurrence net and define that 
SANs are a specific kind of occurrence nets. 4. defines that I contains all initial actions. 3.(c) 
states that local states which belong to the same task, are not concurrent. 3.(d) defines that for 
each local state s an initial action a exists with (a, s) E R+. 

pc-/STAAT.puttask....id=25 
b.flrst={O} b.lasi={O} 

pc=IIN.put 

pc-IIN.put/STAAT.append 

pc=IIN.put/IN.append 

pc=IIN.~ut/TEAM.append 
b.firsi={O, 1} b.last={1} b.data[1 )={21} 

pc-/TEAM.put 

Figure 6 A state action net generated by a run of the program of figure 4. 

The SAN in figure 6 is generated by a test case of the program of figure 4. In the test case get 
is called and afterwards put inserts 21. There is one dependency between the task executing put 
and the task executing get which is caused by the waiting condition of get. 

4 TEMPORAL LOGIC SPECIFICATIONS 

The temporal logic to specify the hypothesis consists of two parts: 

• The local state logic (LSL) is a propositional logic to specify properties of local states. 
Formulas of LSL can be satisfied, unsatisfied or undefined in a local states. They can be 
undefined in s if they contain variables which are not visible in the functions of stack( s). 

• The temporal logic (TL) is used to specify properties of the SAN and is similar to the 
logic in (Reisig 1988). TL contains formulas of LSL as atomic formulas. The semantics of 
TL-operations are defined over global states of the SAN, called slices. 
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A slice of an SAN (S, A, R,I) is a maximal subset I ~ S where for all x, y E I, neither 
( x, y) E R+ nor (y, x) E R+. A slice I' is a successor of a slice I (I' nextslice I) iff an action a E A 
exists with {s E Sl(s,a) E R} ~I and {1- {s E Sl(s,a) E R}) U {s E Sl(a,s) E R} = 1'. 

~- :::.::, 
~ lnextslice+k 
kll' I" m 

I" nextslice I 

m nextslice+ I 

Figure 7 Slices and the relation nextslice. 

Because of the properties 4. and 3.(d) of the definition of SANs in section 3 an initial slice 
exists for all SANs. Furthermore, it can be proven that the slice graph of an SAN which contains 
slices as nodes and the elements of nextslice as edges, is fully connected, directed, and acyclic. 

For many interesting properties of parallel and distributed programs it is necessary to specify 
whether a formula is satisfied in local states of different tasks or the tasks are in the relation "is 
caller of'. To implement many parallel and distributed systems in an efficient way, new tasks 
have to be created dynamically. In those system tasks can not be identified statically. So we need 
some kind of place holder for a task identifier, called task-id variable, and an assignment, called 
task-id assignment, 'I' : TV AR --+ TID where TV AR is a set of variable identifiers, and TID 
is the set of task identifiers of a program run. The semantics of the temporal logic operations are 
defined by tuples (I, 'I') called cuts where I is a slice, and'! is a task-id assignment. 

The logic has some differences to other logics like LTL or CfL* (cf. (Emerson 1990)): 

• The model for program runs are sequences in LTL and trees in CfL •. The slice graph defines 
a partial order between slices. This partial order can of course be unwounded to a tree or a 
sequence of slices and the temporal logic operations, except until, can be expressed by CfL •. 

• In contrast to LTL and CfL • our logic has the following compositional property: If a formula 
is satisfied in an SAN Nt = (S~> AI> F~> It) then it is also satisfied in an SAN N2 = 
(S2,A2,F2,I2) where St ~ S2, At~ A2, F2 ls,xA,uA,xs,= Ft. and the functions, task
ids, and variables of s E St are different to those of s E S2 - St (see (Reisig 1988) for 
details). Because of this property, it is possible to test and debug modules separately. After 
composition of the modules a further test of the properties of the modules is not necessary. 

The syntax of LSL contains predicates and formulas. A predicate may be p_expr, start/, inJ, 
or term.f where f is a function, and p_expr is a side effect free expression of the programming 
language which returns a boolean value, and may contain program variables. A formula of LSL 
(LSL-formula) may be a predicate, (p or q), (p and q), or not (p) where p and q are formulas. 

The semantics of LSL is defined over local states. A predicate or a formula p of LSL can be 
satisfied in a local states (s f= p), unsatisfied ins (s IF p), or undefined ins (s 1EJ p): 

• s f= p_expr iff for all values of each program variable, p..expr evaluates to true. 
s IF p_expr iff a value of each program variable exist where p_expr evaluates to false. 
s lEI p..expr iff a program variable of p..expr is not visible in the functions of stack( s ). 

• sf= startJiffSTART/E stack(s), s IF start.felse. 
• s f= inJiffSTART/E stack(s), IN/E stack(s), orTERM/E stack(s), s IF in/else. 
• s f= termJ iff TERM/ E stack( s ), s IF term./ else. 
• sf=(pandq)iffsf=pandsf=q. 

s IF (p and q) iff[s IF p and [s IF q or s f= q]] or [s f= p and s IF q], s ~ (p and q) else. 
• s f= (p or q) iff [s f= p and [s IF q or s f= q]] or [s IF p and s f= q]. 

s IF (p or q) iff s IF p and s IF q, s lEI (p or q) else. 
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• s f= not (p) iff s If p. s If not (p) iff s f= p, and s tel not (p) else. 

An expression of TL (TL-expression) may be tvar:(lsf), not (p), (p and q), (p or q), next (p), 
sometime (p), always (p), (p before q), or (p until q) where tvar is a task-id variable, lsfis a 
LSL-formula, and p, q are TL-expressions. A formula of TL (TL-formula) may be expr, forall 
tvar (p), exists tvar (p), (p if tvar = tvar'), (p if tvar != tvar'), or (p if tvar == caller(tvar')) 
where pis a TL-formula, expr is a TL-expression and tvar, tvar' are task-id variables. 

The semantics of TL is based on cuts. A formula p of TL can be satisfied in a cut I! = ( 1, '!) 
(I! f= p), unsatisfied in I! (I! If p), or undefined in I! (I! lEI p): 

• I! f= tvar:(lsf) iff an s E I exists where '!(tvar)= tid( s ), and s f= lsf 
I! If tvar:(lsj) iff an s E I exists where '!(tvar)= tid( s ), and s IF lsf I! t;:1 tvar:(lsj) else. 

• I! f= not (p) iff I! If p. I! If not (p) iff I! f= p, and I! ~ not (p) else. 
• I! f= (pand q)iffl! f= pand I! f= q.l! If (pandq)iffl! If por [I! f= pand I! If q]. 

I! lEI (p and q) else. 
• I! F= (por q) iff\! F= por [I! If pand I! F= q].l! If (porq) iff\! If p and I! If q, 

I! ~ (p or q) else. 
• I! next (p) iff a slice I' exists where I' nextslice I and (I','!) f= p. 

I! next (p) iff for all slices I' where I' nextslice I, (I', '!) IF p or (I', '!) tel p. 
• I! f= sometime (p) iff a slice I' exists where I' nextslice+ I and (I','!) f= p. 

I! If sometime (p) iff for all slices I' where I' nextslice+ I, (I','!) IF p or (I','!) lEI p. 
• I! f= always (p) iff for all slices I' where I' nextslice+ I, (I','!) f= p or (I', 'I) tap. 

I! If always (p) iff a slice I' exists where I' nextslice+ I and (I','!) If p. 
• I! f= (p before q) ifffor all slices I' where [I' nextslice+ I and (I', 'I) f= q], a slice I" exists 

where [I" nextslice+ I, and I' nextslice+ I"], and(/",'!) f= p. 
I! If (p before q) iff a slice I' exists where [I' nextslice+ I, and (I', 'I) f= q] and for all slices 
l" where [I" nextslice+ I and I' nextslice+ 1"], (1", '!) If p or (1", 'I) tel p. 

• I! f= (p until q) iff a slice I' exists where [I' nextslice+ I, and (I','!) f= q], and for all slices I" 
where [I" nextslice+ I and I' nextslice+ 1"], (I", 'I) f= p, or (I",'!) tel p. 
I! If (p until q) iff for all slices I' where [I' nextslice+ I and (1', 'I) f= q], a slice I" exists 
where [I" nextslice+ I, and I' nextslice+ 1"], and (I",'!) If p . 

• I! F foralltvar(p)iff(l, xtv~r) F p* or (1, xtv~r) lEI p for all t E TID. 
I! If forall tvar (p) iff (l, xtv~r) If p for some t E TID. 

• I! f=existstvar(p)iff(l,'!tv~r) f=pforsomet E TID. 
I! IF exists tvar (p) iff (I, xtv~r) If p or (I, xtv~r) tap for all t E TID. 

• I! f= (p if tvar op tvar') iff I! f= p and '!(tvar)op'!(tvar'). I! If (p if tvar op tvar') iff I! If p 
and '!(tvar)op'!(tvar'). I! ta (p if tvar op tvar') else. opE { ==,! = }. 

• I! f= (p if tvar == caller(tvar')) iff I! f= p and task '!(tvar) is the task which has called task 
'!(tvar'). I! If (p if tvar = caller(tvar')) iff I! IF p and task '!(tvar) is the task which has 
called task '!(tvar'). I! lEI (p if tvar == caller(tvar')) else. 

A TL-formula p is satisfied in an SAN N iff for all slices I of N and all task-id assignments 'I 
it is valid that (I,'!) f= p or (I,'!) lEI p. A TL-formula p is unsatisfied in an SAN N iff a slice I 
of Nand a task-id assignment 'I exist where (I,'!) If p. 

We give an example by specifying some properties of the program of figure 4. A necessary 
property of the program is mutual exclusion between tasks executing append: 

not( tl:(in.append) and t2:(in.append)) if tl != t2 
Another property of the program is mutual exclusion of remove and append when both are 

*'!tvfr(tvar') = '!(tvar') ifftvar' ::p tvar; '!tvfr(tvar) = t. 
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working on the same element of data. This is the case, when at most one element is in the buffer: 
not( tl:(in.append and (b.last-b.first)%N<=l) and t2:(in.remove and (b.last-b.first)%N<=l)) 

5 DETECTING DEVIATIONS 

This section describes a model checking algorithm which detects deviations between a specifi
cation and an SAN. Generally, model checking methods can be divided into two classes: Tableau 
based methods (cf. (Winskell991)) and global methods (cf. (Clarke, Grumberg & Long 1993)). 
Our model checking method is a global method, because subformulas of a formula are marked 
with cuts. It differs from other global methods because it is working on a model of program runs 
and the model have not to be unfolded. Another difference to tableau based methods as well 
as global methods is that not all cuts have to be calculated. Only those cuts must be calculated 
which are necessary to decide whether a TL-formula is satisfied. The model checking algorithm 
can be divided into the following steps: 

I. Negation ofTL-formulas 
2. Transformation of negated TL-formulas 
3. Construction of formula trees 
4. Checking local state formulas 
5. Checking TL-formulas 

5.1 Negation of TL-formulas 

Given a TL-formula p and an SAN N, we have to check whether pis satisfied inN. If pis 
unsatisfied, the programmer wants to know why p is unsatisfied. He is interested in the cuts 
and local states of N in which p and subformulas of p are unsatisfied. Therefore, we have to 
calculate all cuts in which not p is satisfied. 

5.2 Tra~formation of TL-formulas 

To check whether a TL-formula is satisfied, we have to find a set of TL-operations where a 
logically equivalent formula q containing only these operations exists for every TL-formula p. 
We require that q can be more efficiently checked than p. 

The set of TL-operations which we use contains and, or, next, aU.next, always, sometime, 
until, and before. It contains the additional operation aU..next and does not contain the negation 
for the following reason: If we want to detect all cuts of N which unsatisfy a TL-formula p and 
satisfy not p, we have to detect all cuts in which p is satisfied and all cuts in which p is undefined, 
because p is unsatisfied in all cuts of N without the cuts in which p is satisfied or undefined. 
A more efficient method is to transform not p into a logically equivalent TL-formula which 
contains no negation in the temporal-logic part. Before we introduce the logical equivalences, 
we define the semantics of the additional operation: 

( l, 'I') != all..next (p) iff for all slices l' where l' nextslice l ( l', 'I') != p or ( l', 'I') ~ p. 
( l, 'I') IF all..next (p) iff a slice l' exists with l' nextslice l and ( l', 'I') IF p. 

We have to transform the TL-formulas not p, into logically equivalent formulas which do not 
contain the operation not. For these transformations we use the following equivalences: 

not(p and q) is equivalent to (not p or not q); not next pis equivalent to all.next not p; 
not sometime p is equivalent to always not p; not(p until q) is equivalent to (not p before q ); 
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not tvar:(lsf) is equivalent to tvar:(not lsj); not not p is equivalent top; 
not forall tvar(p) is equivalent to exists tvar(not p ); 
not (p if ifpart) is equivalent to ((not p) if ifpart); 

5.3 Construction of formula trees 

Formula trees are used to evaluate the TL-formula. They are the basic structure of the model 
checking concept. A formula tree can contain two different kinds of nodes: 

• Nodes containing cuts which satisfy a TL-formula p (s-node{p)). 
• Nodes containing cuts which leave a TL-formula p undefined (u-node{p)). 

A formula tree of a TL-formula is similar to a syntax tree, but there are some differences. The 
formula tree of a formula q' is defined as follows: 

• s-node(tvar:(lsf)) and u-node(tvar:(lsj)) have no successor nodes. 
• The successor nodes of s-node({p and q)) are s-node{p) and s-node(q). 

The successor nodes ofu-node({p and q)) are u-node{p), u-node(q), and s-node{p). 
• The successor nodes of s-node({p or q)) are s-node(p), s-node(q), and s-node(not p). 

The successor nodes ofu-node({p or q)) are u-node(p), u-node(q), and s-node(not p). 
• s-node(next p), s-node(exists tvar(p)), and s-node((p if ifpart)) have the successor s-node(p). 
• The successor nodes of s-node(all..next p) are s-node(p) and u-node(p). 
• The successor node of s-node(sometime p) is s-node(p). 
• The successor node of s-node(always p) and s-node(forall tvar(p)) is s-node(not p). 
• The successor nodes of s-node({p until q)) are s-node(not p) and s-node(q). 
• The successor nodes of s-node({p before q)) are s-node(p) and s-node(q). 
• The root of the formula tree of q' is the s-node(q'). 

The u-nodes of the TL-expressions next p, aiLnext p, sometime p, always p, (p until q), and 
(p before q) contain no cuts and no successor nodes, because these TL-expressions are never 
undefined. The u-nodes are only necessary for the calculation of cuts for TL-expressions of the 
form all..next p. TL-formulas may not be subformulas of TL-expressions and u-nodes are not 
necessary for them. A node of a formula not p is the node of the transformed formula using the 
transformations of section 5.2. 

Figure 8 shows the formula tree of the formula 
tl:{term.append) implies ( t2:(b.data[1]==21) until t3:(start.remove) ) 

after the negation and transformation. 

s-node((r and t)) 

/""-s-node(l1 :(term.append)) s-node(lp be~re q}) 

~/~=:1 
s-node(l2:(not b.data[1)-=21)) s-node(t1 :(start. remove)) 

~ ~ 
Figure 8 An example for a formula tree. 

5.4 Checking local state formulas 

After the construction of the formula tree cuts are calculated for the leaf nodes. 
To calculate the cuts for s-node(r) where r=tvar:(lsj), we have to run through the SAN and 
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check for each local states if lsfis satisfied in s.lsf contains expressions e1 ... en and e; contains 
program variables var ..i1 ••• var ..im. Cuts satisfying rare calculated as follows: 

if var _1 1 .•. var ..nm are visible in stack( s) 
then r c1 := true; 

for all v_1 E val( var _11> s) do ... for all v_1m E val( var _1m, s) do 
ife var_1J ... var-1m = falsefthenC1 :=false 

1 v_l ... v_lm 

Cn :=true; 
for all v_1 E val( var ..n~, s) do ... for all V-nm E val( var ..nm, s) do 

if en var_n, ... var_nm = false then Cn := false v_l ... v..nm 
if lrl"~ then r 

~Jc, ... Cn '!(tvar) := {tid(s)}; 
R := slices(s); 

L 
L forall/ E R do s-node(r):=s-node(r) U (/, '!) 

The function slices( s) returns all slices which contain the local state s. 
The cuts for u-node(r) are calculated as follows: 

if var -1 1 is not visible in stack(s) or ... or var ..nm is not visible in stack(s) 
then r '!(tvar) := {tid(s)}; 

R := slices(s); 
Joralll E R do u-node(r):=u-node(r)U (/, '!) 

The complexity for calculating the cuts in the leave node is O(B*C) where B is the number of 
LSL-formulas in the formula, and Cis the number of cuts of an SAN. 

5.5 Checking TL-formulas 

This section describes how cuts of the inner nodes of the formula tree are calculated. Beginning 
with cuts of the leave nodes, we calculate the cuts of the other nodes in a single bottom-up run 
through the formula tree. We calculate the cuts of an inner node of the formula tree using the 
cuts of its successor nodes and a function which depends only on the TL-operation and the kind 
(s-node or u-node) of the node: 

The cuts of an s-node((p and q)) are calculated by the following algorithm: 

for all(/,'!) E s-node(p) do for all(/','!') E s-node(q) do 
if l =I' and comp('!, '!', V AR(p) n V AR(q)) 
then r '!'' =merge('!, V AR(p), '!', V AR(q)); 

L s-node((p and q)):=s-node((pand q)) U(/, '!"); 

comp('!, '!', V AR) checks whether '!(v) = 'r'(v) for all v E V AR. V AR(p) is the set of 
all task-id variables of p. The complexity of comp('!, '!', V AR) is O(H) where H=l V AR I· 
merge('!, V AR(p), '!', V AR(q)) calculates a task-id assignment'!" with '!"(v) = '!(v) for 
all v E V AR(p) and '!"(v) = '!'(v) for all v E V AR(q). The complexity is O(H) where 
H=l V AR(p) U V AR(q) I· The complexity of the algorithm is O(C2*H) where Cis the number 
of cuts of an SAN. 
The cuts of an u-node((p and q)) are calculated as follows: 

tWhen p;::::;: is evaluated, the tenns z; ofp are simultaneously substituted by y; for all i = 1 ... n. 
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for all(/,'!) E s-node{p} do for all(/','!') E u-node(q) do 
if I= I' and comp('!, '!', V AR(p) n V AR(q)) 
then r '!'' =merge('!, V AR(p), '!', V AR(q)); 

L u-node({p and q}):=u-node({pand q}) U(l, '!"); 
for all (I, '!) E u-node{p) do for all '!' do 

if comp('!', '!, V AR(p)) then u-node({p and q}):=u-node({pand q}) U(/, '!'); 

The algorithm has O(C2*H) complexity. 
The following algorithm calculates the cuts of s-node({p or q}): 
for all (1, '!) E s-node(q) do for all(/','!') E s-node(not p) do 

if I= l' and comp('!, '!', V AR(p) n V AR(q)) 
then r '!'' =merge('!, V AR(p), '!', V AR(q)); 

L s-node({p or q}):=s-node({por q}) U(/, '!"); 
for all ( l, '!) E s-node{p) do for all '!' do 

if comp('!', '!, V AR(p)) then s-node((p or q)):=s-node({por q}) U(/, '!'); 

The algorithm is also of 0(C2*H). 
The cuts of an u-node{{p or q)) are calculated using the cuts of the successor nodes: 
for all(/,'!) E s-node(not p) do for all(/','!') E u-node(q) do 

if l = l' and comp('!, '!', V AR(p) n V AR(q)) 
then r '!'' =merge('!, V AR(p), '!', V AR(q)); 

L u-node({p or q}):=u-node({por q)) U(/, '!"); 
for all (I, '!) E u-node(p) do for all '!' do 

if comp('!', '!, V AR(p)) then u-node({p or q)):=u-node({por q}} U(l, '!'); 

The complexity is 0(C2*H). 
The cuts of a node s-node(next p} are calculated as follows: 

for all(/,'!) E s-node{p)dor R := PRED((l, '!)); 
L s-node(next p):=s-node(next p) UR; 

PRE D( ( l, '!)) calculates all cuts ( l', '!) with I nextslice l'. The complexity of PRE D is 
O(K) where K is the maximal number of local states which are concurrent. The algorithm for 
calculating the cuts of s-node(next p) has O(C*K) complexity. 
The following algorithm calculates the cuts of s-node(all..next p): 
B := s-node{p} U u-node{p}; 
for all(/,'!) E B do for all(/','!) E P RED((/,'!)) do 

r C :=true; 
forall(/",'!) E SUCC((l','!))do 

r Cl :=false; 
for all (i, i') E B do if l" = i and comp('!, i', V AR(p)) then Cl :=true; 

Lifnot Cl then C :=false; 
Lif C then s-node(all..next p}:= s-node(all..next p) U(l', '!); 

SUCC((l, '!))calculates all cuts (I','!) with I' nextslice /.The complexity of SUCC is O(K}. 
The complexity of calculating the cuts of s-node(all..next p} is O(C2*KhH). 
The cuts of s-node(sometime p) are calculated as follows: 
for all ( l, '!) E s-node{p) do for all/' do 

if I nextslice+ /'then s-node(sometime p}:=s-node(sometime p} U (/', '!); 
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The relation nextslice+ can be checked in O(K2). The algorithm is of O(C*S*K2) where S is the 
number of slices of an SAN. 
The cuts of an s-node(always p) are calculated in the following manner: 

for all ( l, '!)do r C := true; 
for all (l', '!') E s-node(not p) do 

if comp('!, '!', V AR(p)) and l' nextslice+ l then C :=false; 
L. if C then s-node(always p):=s-node(always p) U (1, '!); 

The algorithm is of O(C2*(H+K2)). 

The following algorithm describes how the cuts of s-node((p until q)) are calculated: 

foraU(l,'!) E s-node(q)do forall(l','!')do 
if comp('!, '!', V AR( q)) and l nextslice+ l' 
then r C := true; 

for all ( l", T') E s-node(not p) do 
if comp('!', T', V AR(p)), l" nextslice+ l' and l nextslice+ l" then C :=false; 

L. if C then s-node((p until q)):=s-node((puntil q)) U(l', '!'); 

The complexity is O(Ci*(H+K2)). 

The cuts of an s-node((p before q)) are calculated as follows: 

for all (i, i) do 
r C :=true; 
for all (1, '!) E s-node(q) do 

if comp('!, '!, V AR(q)), and l nextslice+ i 
thenr Cl := true; 

L. 

for all ( l", T') E s-node( q) do 
if comp('!", '!, V AR(q)), l nextslice+ l", and l" nextslice+ i then Cl :=false; 

ifCl 
thenr C2 := true; 

for all ( l', '!') E s-node(p) do 
if comp('!', '!, V AR(p)), l'nextsJice+ i, and lnextslice+ l'thenC2 :=false; 

L. if C2 then C := false; 

L.if C then s-node((p before q)):=s-node((p before q)) U (i, '!); 
The complexity is O(Ci*(H+K2)). 

The following algorithm calculates the cuts of s-node(forall tvar(p)): 

for all (1, '!)do r C :=true; 
for all t E TID do for all ( 1', '!') E s-node(not p) do 

if l = l' and c:omp('! 1v~r' '!', V AR(p)) then C :=false; 
L. if C then s-node(forall tvar(p)):=s-node(forall tvar(p)) U ( l, '!); 

The algorithm is of O(C2*Z*H) where Z=l TID l· 
An s-node(exists tvar(p)) contains the same cuts as its successor node. 
The cuts of s-node((p if ifpart)) are calculated as follows: 

for all ( l, '!) E s-node(p) do 
if ifpart('!) then s-node((p if ifpart)):=s-node((pif ifpart)) U (1, '!); 
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The algorithm is of O(C). 

Using these algorithms for calculating the cuts of the inner nodes, the formula tree is evaluated 
bottom-up. If a slice is calculated for the root node of a formula tree, the specification is 
unsatisfied. The result of the checking algorithm states whether the specification is satisfied or 
not. If the specification is not satisfied the formulas which are not satisfied and a subnet of the 
state action net can be obtained to locate the error. The complexity of the whole algorithm is 
O(L *C3*(H+K2)) where L is the number of operations of the formula. 

6 SUMMARY 

This paper introduces a new method for debugging parallel programs using temporal logic. The 
method is based on model checking where in contrary to other model checking methods models 
of program runs are used. The main advantages of the method are that complex global properties 
can be specified and checked, errors can be detected even if they do not occur during the program 
run, and systems with dynamic creation of processes can be investigated. Our further work will 
include investigations to extend the method to use it for testing parallel programs. 
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